
In[1]:= << NC`
<< NCGB`

You are using the version of NCAlgebra which is found in ~�math�NC.

You can now use "<< NCAlgebra`" to load NCAlgebra or "<< NCGB`" to load NCGB.

NCMultiplication.m loaded

NC1SetCommands.m loaded

NCInverses.m loaded

NCTransposes.m loaded

NCAdjoints.m loaded

NCCo.m loaded

NCRoots.m loaded

NC2SetCommands.m loaded

NCCollect.m loaded

NCSubstitute.m loaded

NCMonomial.m loaded

NCSolve.m loaded

NCTools.m loaded

NC2SimplifyRational.m loaded

NC1SimplifyRational.m loaded

NCSimplifyRational.m loaded

NCComplex.m loaded

General::obspkg :  

LinearAlgebra`MatrixManipulation` is now obsolete. The legacy version being loaded may conflict with

current Mathematica functionality. See the Compatibility Guide for updating information. �

General::newpkg :  DiscreteMath`Combinatorica` is now available as the

Combinatorica Package. See the Compatibility Guide for updating information. �

NCMatMult.m loaded

NCDiff.m loaded

NCAlias.m loaded

Grabs.m loaded

NCTaylorCoeff.m loaded

NCConvexity.m and NCGuts.m loaded

NCRealizationFunctions.m loaded

NCDoTex.m, NCTeXForm.m loaded

NCMaster.m loaded
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SetDelayed::write :  Tag Empty in Empty@x : 8___GBMarker<D is Protected. �

SetDelayed::write :  Tag Empty in Empty@x___D is Protected. �

Clear::wrsym :  Symbol Empty is Protected. �

SetDelayed::write :  Tag Empty in Empty@markers_ListD is Protected. �

General::stop :  Further output of SetDelayed::write will be suppressed during this calculation. �
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LinkObject@�Users�iklep�math�NC�NCGB�Binary�p9c, 8, 8D

H*Naj bo R poljuben kolobar brez torzije. Ce so x,y,
z v R idempotenti, katerih vsota je 0, potem je x=y=z=0.*L

In[7]:= G1 = 8x ** x � x, y ** y � y, z ** z � z, x + y + z � 0<;
In[8]:= SetMonomialOrder@x, y, zD
In[9]:= gb1 = NCMakeGB@G1, 1D

Out[9]= 8-x + x ** x, -y + y ** y, x + y + z, x + y + x ** y, x + y + y ** x<

In[10]:= gb2 = NCMakeGB@G1, 2D
Out[10]= 8x, z, y<

H* Q<X,Y,Z È ZHX YL=HX YLZ=1> ima netrivialne idempotente *L
In[11]:= G2 = 8z ** x ** y � 1, x ** y ** z � 1<;
In[12]:= gb = NCMakeGB@G2, 5D

Out[12]= 8-1 + z ** x ** y, -1 + x ** y ** z<

In[13]:= rule = PolyToRule@gbD
Out[13]= 8z ** x ** y ® 1, x ** y ** z ® 1<

In[15]:= Reduction@8H y ** z ** xL ** Hy ** z ** xL - y ** z ** x, y ** z ** x<, ruleD
Out[15]= 80, y ** z ** x<
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